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LRR Focus: "Do's and Don'ts for Members who are Closeted and
Members who are Out."
Abstract

{Excerpt} DO confront homophobic jokes and attitudes wherever they strike. Closeted gays have very good
hearing. If you let a comment or joke slip by within hearing range you can be assured that your credibility with
that worker is destroyed.
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LRR FOCUS: "Do's and Don'ts for Members who are
Closeted and Members who are O u t . "
DO confront homophobic jokes and attitudes wherever they strike.
Closeted gays have very good hearing. If you let a comment or
joke slip by within hearing range you can be assured that your
credibility with that worker is destroyed.
DO always integrate lesbian/gay issues into the overall mission
of the union. If you talk about gay issues only when you are talking to people you "think" are supportive, you have missed an
opportunity. "Truly, We are Everywhere."
DO learn to speak without assumption of heterosexuality. When
talking to members—closeted members are made uncomfortable
and "out" members will be made angry.
DON'T try to guess who is and who isn't.
DON'T advance strategies for lesbian/gay union leaders. That is
not your job—it is ours.
DON'T assume who would be willing to be a spokesperson for
lesbian/gay issues. Being "out" is a very personal decision. It is
often done in stages—don't push.

to be effective allies of lesbian/gay leaders in the local; (4) How
to develop leadership in rank and file lesbian/gay members; and
(5) How to explain the stewards training on lesbian/gay discrimination for the upcoming stewards conference agenda.
The staff training was very successful. After it was over we felt
very ready for the stewards conference. The presenters were probably more nervous than the participants. The training began with
a lesbian steward telling her own story of discrimination. She
spoke frankly about her divided workplace and how she felt about
the union's apparent inability to solve her problem. Her story
immediately hit home with the stewards. They not only responded
to the training, but some even volunteered situations they had
been faced with but hadn't known how to approach. It was clear
that there was a tremendous need for what we were doing.
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Our timing on the stewards training proved to be just right. Soon
after the conference the Oregon Citizens Alliance succeeded in
getting the signatures required to put their initiative on the ballot.

